Deteriorating sight forced
Handel to interrupt the I NFLUENTIAL ARTISTS have more than a single life to endure. The first one is biological, so often expended in securing physical survival and well-being. Their creative life is, naturally, of real concern to us, as it spawns artworks of exceptional cultural strength. Based on the latter, a third and independent life emerges: the artist's image and reputation. Documentary biography, textual criticism and reception history, respectively, are the scholarly activities associated with them.
However pedantic this scheme may appear, it has relevance for Handel studies, as in scholarly literature the first two lives of the composer tend to obscure his third one.' Handel died in 1759, hut for all practical reasons the clock of his creative life had stopped in the early i75os.^ Up to that point, he had been able to adjust his image through artistic means. In 1736, for instance, he confirmed his long-standing Orphean reputation with the celebrated setting of Alexander's feast. And by developing English oratorio, he managed to shift cultural polarity from agent of Italian taste to hero who 'withstood the repeated Efforts oi Italian Forces'.^ The creative disarmament of Handel in 1752-53,'' however, meant that his image was assuming a life of its own. Let me offer an illustration. While English oratorio was gaining roots in an ever-expanding network of venues, Handel was physically declining. ' Not unlike ruins that force the mind to reconstruct what is physically absent, the juxtaposition of energetic music and its debilitating creator produced tension ('melancholy pleasure').'' To resolve it, the Countess invoked a mental construction: the image of Handel sacrificing his sight 'in musicks cause'. Although various factors could have caused Handel's blindness,* she chose one that portrays the composer as an artistic hero. For other devotees, this affliction allowed the transfer of his image from the domain of mythology (Handel as Orpheus, Amphion, etc.) to that of history (Handel comparable to Milton and Homer).' The point is that a biological defect, not an artistic achievement, was now the launching platform for Handel's image, which was gradually overshadowing physical and artistic life. We should be aware, then, that contemporary references to Handel, from the AvisonHayes debate to Langhorne 's Tears of Music, were addressing more often a representation than an actual person.'" Accepting the autonomy of Handel's image has significant consequences. The traditional orientation of Handel studies to biography and textual criticism turns Handel's death into their undisputable terminus ante quem and confines reception history to an auxiliary function. Yet Handel's image not only survived the composer but it also continued to evolve well after 1759, bearing significant responsibility for the 1784 Commemoration Festival. Without this understanding documents and incidents from the years following his death will remain obscure or unappreciated. As a minimal effort to challenge the 1759 terminus, let us consider this hitherto unknown documentary evidence: His name does not appear in the composer's genealogical tree."^ He could have been a previously unknown relative of George Frideric who moved to Britain, especially after 1759.'^ Handel left a great fortune to his niece and considerable sums to other relatives in Germany.'^ It may well be that one of them decided to seek financial advancement in the country that made his famous ancestor rich.'' We certainly know of one 'Handel' who tried, in 1772, to get a share of the composer's estate in Germany.^" Charles might have been a descendant of 'Cousin Christian Gottlieb Handel, of Coppenhagen', a grandchild of Karl Handel, the composer's half-brother.^' Another possibility is that his relation to Handel originated in England. At least one foundling at the eponymous London hospital was named after the composer," whose Messiah performances had generated many thousands of pounds for the institution.^' Charles might have been another such case. Moreover, since Handel's sexuality is now an acceptable academic topic,^"* it born April 15,1758," the explanation being that it was often the custom in former years to name a poor deserted wee bairnie after one of the Governors', in Beginning with John Hawkins, scholars have assumed that health problems led the composer to Tunbridge.''' Its waters were highly recommended for palsy and nervous disorders, from which Handel supposedly suffered.^' Yet his 1735 visit there predates the health crisis of April 1737 that caused the temporal paralysis of his right hand;'* and his subsequent use of other health resorts questions the benefits he received at Tunbridge.'^ An examination of Handel's links with the spa indicates a strong social component in these visitations.
Several known Handelians had ties to Tunbridge Wells and its surrounding area. Sir "Wyndham Knatchbull, whose invitation to Handel in summer 1734 elicited the composer's first surviving letter in English,'* had his country seat outside Ashford, about 30 miles east from Tunbridge Wells (and on the same axis as Brenchley). Coincidence or not, Handel's earliest reference to Tunbridge, in 1735, appears in a letter to Charles Jennens, a fellow student of Knatchbull at Balliol, Oxford.'' Among visitors of the Wells in summer 1734 was Bernard Granville, who had met Handel at his sister's music party a few months ago,''° and would become one of the composer's closest friends.'*' John Upton, who first became acquainted with Handel in the Wells,'*^ had ecclesiastical appointments in Rochester, Wateringbury and Aylesford,**' the last two being 12 and 18 miles away from Tunbridge, respectively (at least one of his music-related letters was written in Tunbridge Wells' ***). Aylesford was also the seat of Henneage Finch, 3rd Earl of Aylesford, Baron of Guernsey and MP for Maidstone, Kent.**' An amateur violinist and distant relative of Charles Jennens, Guernsey would inherit the latter's extensive music collection.***^ Another Handelian, the barrister John Baker, visited the composer there in August-September 1758 ('I walked up by Handel's lodging about 2 miles').**^ And Sir George Amyand, a beneficiary dinner' even at Tunbridge indicates that diet was not an issue during his visits to the spa. A side effect of the waters, hitherto unknown to Handel scholars, throws further light on this point. Lodwick Rowzee, author of the first Tunbridge guide, reports that taking the waters may result in appetite provoked, yea in some but too much, as in my selfe for one; [JJC] For whensoever I dranke either at the Spa or at Tunbridge, I was never able to fast with patience vntill noon, but must needs offam latranti stomacho offerre, cast a bit to my barking stomack, before the rest of my company went to dinner. For this cause when I was at the Spa, a Spanish Physition, who was come thither with the yong Prince Doria (who was then but a youth) would not let him take the water aboue rwo or three dayes, when he saw such an effect in him, fearing that he would receiue mere hurt by the excesse of his appetite, than benefit by the water. '
This might explain why Handel found little improvement in Tunbridge in 1737 (he had to move to Aix-la-Chapelle, where he stayed for several weeks)'^'' and would visit other British spas in later years.
The social resources of Tunbridge must have been especially attractive to Handel in summer 1735. His first season at Covent Garden theatre ended in considerable financial loss,*' as Farinelli had brought crowds to the rival opera company of Senesino. Furthermore, the 'strong [...] Disgust taken against him' by members of the Nobility did not subside,*^* and both the king and the Prince of Wales withdrew their annual bounty from his enterprise (a total of £1250).''^ Finding himself isolated in London ('he is often alone'; 'he is rarely seen'),*"^ Handel welcomed an oratorio libretto by Charles Jennens, explaining that he had no fixed plans for the following season and that he would study the manuscript in Tunbridge. The outstanding invitation from Knatchbull together with Nash's appointment as Master of Ceremonies there could illuminate Handel's motivation for visiting the spa. Music was a priority in the agenda of Nash,*' and the arrival of the 'King of Bath' galvanised social life in Tunbridge,^" which included many private concerts.'^' It is possible that Handel was seeking to replenish his social capital (Royal correspondence from this season indicates that he was receiving advice from a new friend^^).
T UNBRIDGE WELLS is, therefore, a point where the biographies of George Frideric and Charles Handel intersect. The composer might well have visited Brenchley: excursions in the surrounding area were a common pastime and Handel did ride on horseback.^' If Charles was indeed a German relative of his, then another link between the two might have been Sir George Amyand, whose hitherto unexplored biography includes some interesting details. George was the son of Claudius Amyand, surgeon to George I and George II,'"* a Fellow of the Royal Society, and a Governor of St George's Hospital.^' Handel could have known Claudius at the St James's Court or through his mentor Dr John Arbuthnot, whose name appears together with Amyand's in at least one member list of the Royal Society.^'^ (Amyand's published report on a man who had swallowed iron articles might have intrigued Handel, whose father Georg had treated a similar case in 1696.'''') Sir George Amyand, Claudius's eldest son, became a successful merchant who 'traded very largely to different parts, particularly to Hamburgh' and married the daughter of 'John-Abraham Kerten, an eminent Hamburgh merchant.'^^ His contacts with northern Germany qualified him as executor of Handel's will, which designated substantial amounts for relatives of the composer.'^' Amyand certainly interacted with the children of Georg Taust, Handel's deceased cousin.^° (A document from 10 October 1759, disputing the exact amount of their bequest, includes the name of a 'Charles Auguste Tritze', described as 'curateur' of Christiane Dorothea Taust.^') As a posthumous representative of the composer, Amyand could have been a focal point for other Handel relatives in Germany.
Once we realise the extent and depth of Handel's ties to Tunbridge Wells, it will become easier to understand why Charles Handel [l] in dozens of printed poems as much as disapproved by moralists like Samuel Richardson,*^ might also accommodate the possibility of a first-degree relation between the two Handels. (Tunbridge curiosities included an illegitimate son of Sir Robert Walpole.^') Even if Gharles were an opportunist cashing on an actual or assumed relation to Handel, Tunbridge would have suited him particularly well. During summer, the spa attracted nobility and gentry, Britons and Gontinentals,*'' people already rich or willing to taste wealth through gambling. W HOEVER Gharles Handel[l], Esq. might have been, neither the death notices nor the discussion above establish any facts about him. This is hardly surprising. The London press transmitted astonishing amounts of information to the public, and newspaper content typically included unsolicited reports, letters, and announcements, let alone paid insertions.*' It was impossible for editors and publishers to check the accuracy of everything they printed (disclaimers like 'we hear', 'we have received advice', 'it is said' etc. abound in news stories at this time). Just days after the announcement of Gharles Handel[l]'s death, the London Chronicle had to retract a similar notice for a 'Mr. Atkinson'.**^ Thus, the newspaper reports above are not sufficient to prove Gharles's demise. This ambivalence naturally produces tension in fact-oriented research (a Handel biographer or editor needs to know if certain data are true or not). Peer-pressure and professional decorum in published scholarship often yield large wastebaskets of data. Hundreds of references to Handel remain confined to academic cellars often because they do not fit narratives, or they cannot stand as verifiable facts, or because editors consider them irrelevant/excessive to an argument.
Students of Handel's biological and artistic life may have litde interest in the notices I have reproduced in this essay. The case is not the same, however, for scholars exploring Handel's image. A reception angle embraces the full spectrum of responses to the composer, positive and negative, actual and metaphoric, true and false. The wide scope and flexible methodology of this perspective welcomes potentialities as much as facts. Data ignored or rejected in other scholarly contexts may help establish a field of plausibility and shades of causality. The skilful and patient researcher can sift through such random configurations of data to locate moments and events otherwise undetected by 'focus scholarship'. This type of peripheral scholarly vision allowed me to fish out the death notices of Gharles Handel [l] , which, in turn, led me to reexamine the composer's links with Tunbridge Wells and to recover new information that may enrich biographical accounts of Handel.
Disregarding the terminus of 1759 was critical for this enterprise. While the biological and legal entity of George Frideric Handel ceased to exist in
